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1. Introduction 
The fundamental problem of the Schreier extension theory for rings 
is to determine, if R and S are given rings, all rings T, which contain an 
idealS', such that TJS' ~ R, S' ~ S hold. Every solution T is called a 
Schreier extension of S by R. After isomorphical inbedding, the ring S 
becomes an ideal of T and TJS ~ R. This ring extension problem is 
solved by C. J. EVERETT [1]. L. REDEl [2] has treated the same problem 
by making use of the notion of skew product by which one may easily 
get a survey over all extensions. We shall follow 1J.OW Redei's treatment. 
The elements of R are denoted by 0, a, b, ... , those of S by 0, IX, {3, .... 
One defines a "skew product" R o S of the rings R and S, consisting of 
all symbols of the form (a, IX) with a E R, IX E S. The addition and multi-
plication are defined as follows: (a, 1X)+(b, {3)=(a+b, [a, b]+1X+{3), 
(a,IX)(b,{3)=(ab,{a,b}+1Xb+a{3+1X{3). Here [a,b], {a,b}, IXb, a{3ES are 
functions of two variables, which satisfy the conditions [0, a]= [a, 0]= 
={a, 0}={0, a}=a0=01X=0a=IX0=0. Those RoS, which form a ring, 
exhaust all Schreier extensions of S by R. The conditions are mentioned 
explicitly in [2] or [3]. The elements (0, IX) in a solution T=RoS form 
an ideal S', and TJS' ~ R ((a, O)+S'--+ a), S' ~ S ((0, IX)--+ IX), where 
(a, 0) +S' --+a and (0, IX) --+IX are suitable isomorphic mappings. Clearly 
(0, 0) is the zero ofT. If [a, b]=O and {a, b}=O for all a, b(E R), then 
the extension T is said to be a splitting extension of S by R. 
In his paper [3] J. SzENDREI proves the following theorem: a Schreier 
extension T = R o S without zero-divisors has a unit if and only if R 
contains a unit e and there exists an element 17 E S such that e; =; -17; 
for every element ; of S. Then (e, 17) is the unit ofT. In theorem 1 the 
necessary and sufficient conditions are given for such a ring T that it 
has an n-fier. However, these conditions are not in terms of the skew 
product, as the direct proof is simpler. The same holds for the theorems 
2 and 3. This was suggested to me by Prof. T. A. SPRINGER. The concept 
of n-fier has been introduced by B. BROWN and N. H. McCoY [4] and 
may be defined as follows: if a is a fixed element of a ring R, n a fixed 
integer and ar=ra=nr for all r in R, then a is called an n-fier of R. The 
zero of R is thus a 0-fier of R. Moreover, if R has a unit e, then e is the 
unique 1-fier of R. Applying theorem 1 with n= 1, we get the conditions, 
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which are equivalent to those of SzENDREI in [3], theorem 2. The set of all 
integers k which have k-fiers of R, is an ideal in I, and its non-negative 
generator miscalled the mode of R. It will now be obvious that a ring R 
has a unit if and only if its mode is l. Now it is possible that kr=O for 
certain integers kin I and all r in R. These integers k form also an ideal 
in I and its non-negative generator h is the familiar characteristic of R. 
An element b of R, for which br=rb=kr for all r in R and k E (h) i.e. 
br=rb=O is an annihilator of R. The annihilators of R are k-fiers of R 
for k E (h), where h is the characteristic. In theorem 2 we determine the 
characteristic of a Schreier extension T of S by R from the characteristics 
of R and S. As an immediate consequence of the definitions one has : 
the characteristic is a multiple of the mode. One further concept is that 
of the order of an element. If a is an arbitrary fixed element of R, the 
set of integers l for which la = 0 is an ideal in I and its non -negative 
generator is the order of a. If R has a unit, then the characteristic of R 
is the order of its unit. The order of an n-fier of the ring T, where T satisfies 
the conditions of theorem l, is computed in theorem 3. Finally, we apply 
the Schreier extension theory to some questions of ring extensions satis-
fying certain requirements. Here we\ make use of the skew products of 
Redei. We obtain the following result, already contained in [5], but now 
with the aid of the n-fiers: let S be a given ring without zero-divisors 
and D the set of all rings without zero-divisors, which contain S. Then 
there exists one ring Tin D, such that (i) Tis a ring with unit containing 
S, (ii) if T" is a ring in D which has a unit and contains S, then there exists 
a ring T' in D such that T !':::3 T' C T". Such a ring T is called a minimal 
extension of S in D by BROWN and McCoY [4]. Our ring T is the ring 
g{*(£X, m) with the notation of [4], where m=mode of Sand £X an m-fier of S. 
Throughout the paper, ring elements of Rare denoted by Roman lower-
case and ring elements of S by Greek lower-case letters. 
In § 2 ring elements of T are denoted by Roman lower-case letters, 
while in § 3 the symbols (a, £X) with a E R, £XES are used for the elements 
ofT. In § 3 we denote the zero-element of R by 0, that of S by 0. We 
shall use the letters g, h, k, l, m, n, p for the elements of I, the ring of 
rational integers. 
2. Some properties of n-fiers 
Theorem l: LetT be a ring and S a two-sided ideal in T without 
zero-divisors. The ring T has an n-fier if and only if R=TfS has an n-fier 
a' and the residue class a' mod S contains an element a E T such that 
ae=ea=ne for all e ES. Then a is an n-fier ofT. 
Proof: The conditions are necessary. For if at=ta=nt for all t ET, 
then a't' =t'a' =nt', where a' and t' are the residue classes mod S con-
taining a and t respectively. Moreover ae = ea = ne for all e E s c T. In 
order to prove the sufficiency of the conditions, we first remark, that 
at- nt E S for all t E T and ae- ne = 0 for all (! E S, if a has the properties 
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of the theorem. Therefore O=a(te)-n(te)=(at-nt)e with t eT, e eS. 
As S has no zero-divisors, at= nt. Likewise we can show that ta = nt. 
As a special case of this theorem, we obtain for n = 0: the element a of 
T is a 0-fier ofT if and only if the residue class a' modS containing a 
is a 0-fier of R=TIS and ae=ea=O for all e eS. 
Here we make the following remarks: 
a) In this case the condition ae = ea = 0 for all e E S may be replaced 
by the weaker condition: aiX = 0 for an element IX# 0 E S. In fact we 
can prove: if T is a ring, S is a two-sided ideal in it without zero-divisors 
and aiX=O for a eT, IX eS(#O), then aS=Sa=O. If a=O, it is trivial. 
Supposing a#O, we have to prove that a~=~a=O for all ~#0 eS. From 
a1X= 0 it follows that ~(a1X)='= (~a)1X= 0. As IX#O and S has no zero-divisors, 
one has ~a=O. Then (~a)~=~(a~)=O and a~=O, if ~#0. 
b) For a fixed IX#O eS, the elements a ofT with aiX=O form an 
ideal B in T. The proof is trivial. More generally: if T is an arbitrary ring 
and M is an arbitrary set of elements ofT, then the elements t (E T) with 
the property tM = 0 form a left ideal in T, which is called the annihilating 
left ideal of M in T, (see [7]). From the result under a) we conclude: 
the annihilating left ideal of every IX(# 0, E S) coincides with that of S 
and is equal to the annihilating right ideal of S. So we may speak of 
the annihilating ideal B of S. 
c) AsS has no zero-divisors, it follows that B f1 S=O. The elements 
a, which are 0-fiers ofT, form an ideal LinT. An element a E B belongs 
to L if and only if a is a 0-fier of R=TIS, i.e. at=ta eSfor allteT. 
If R=TIS is a zero-ring i.e. a ring for which the product of every pair 
of elements is zero, then L =B. In the general case we can prove for 
the ideal B: the residue class ring T I B has no zero-divisors or B is a 
prime ideal in T and TIB contains an ideal, which is isomorphic to S. 
In order to prove this, we show that from ~a2 E B it follows that ~ E B 
or a2 eB(~,a2 eT). Now if a1a2 eB, then (~a2)1X=~(a21X)=0 with 
IX#O eS. But a21X eS, so if a21X#O, then ~ E B, otherwise a21X=0 and 
a2 E B. The residue class t+ B may be denoted by t. We consider the 
homomorphic mapping IX-+ a. (IX eS) from S into TIB. This mapping is 
one-to-one, for if a.=B, then IX E Band B r.S=O, so IX=O. Therefore 
TIB contains the subring S, isomorphic with S, consisting of the residue 
classes a.. Clearly these classes form an ideal in T I B. 
As a second special case of theorem 1 we obtain for n= 1: the element 
a ofT is a 1-fier ofT if and only if the residue class a' modS containing a 
is a 1-fier of R=TIS and ae=ea=e for all e eS. This conclusion is con-
tained in theorem 2 [3], as a 1-fier of a ring is the unit element of that ring. 
Therefore a 1-fier is uniquely determined. 
Theorem 2: If Tis a ring, which satisfies the conditions of theorem 
1, then the characteristic of T is the least common multiple of the 
characteristics of the rings R=TIS and S. 
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Proof: Suppose that RandS have characteristics k1 and k2 respectively 
( ~ 0) and that k is the least common multiple of k1 and k2. If n is a multiple 
of k, then nt eS fort eT, as n is a multiple of k1. And (nt)e=t(ne)=O for 
e E S, as n is a multiple of k2• Since S has no zero-divisors, nt = 0 and n 
is a mqltiple of the characteristic ofT. Conversely, if nt = 0 for t E T, then 
in p~rticular ne = 0 for e E S C T and n is a multiple of k2• And nt E S 
implies n is a multiple of k1. It follows that n is a multiple of k, which 
completes the proof. 
If we suppose that ( k, k2) = 1 with k1 > 1, k2 > 1, then the characteristic 
ofT is k1k2, if S is an arbitrary ring. For k1k2t=k2(k1t)=0, as k1t eS. 
Moreover in this case we can prove that Tis the direct sum of RandS. 
Let Tt be the ideal ofT consisting of all t eT with ktt=O (i=1, 2). As 
(kv k2)= (1), there exist integers n, m such that 1 =nk1 +mk2• If t' E T1nT2, 
then (nk1 +mk2)t' =t' =0, so T1 n T2 =(0). Every element t E T can be 
written as t= (nk1 +mk2)t=nk1t+mk2t, where nk1t E T2 and mk2t E T1 and 
T is the direct sum of the ideals T1 and T2• As SCT2 , it follows that 
R=T/S=(T1 ffi T2)/S=T1 ffi T 2fS. Since the characteristic of R is kv it 
is also the characteristic of T1 ffi T2fS. As k1lt = 0 for t1 E Tv k1t2 E S for 
t2 ET2, which means t2 =nk1t2 eS orS=T2• Thus T=RffiS, which com-
pletes the proof, (cf. [6], Theorem 28). 
Theorem 3: Let T be a ring satisfying the conditions of theorem 1 
and let a be an n-fier ofT. Then the order of a is the least common multiple 
of the order of the n-fier a' of R=TfS and the characteristic of nS. 
Proof: Suppose that m1 is the order of a', m2 the characteristic of 
nS and m the least common multiple of m1 and m2( ~ 0). If l is a multiple 
of m, then la E S, as l is a multiple of m1. If ne is an arbitrary element of 
nS(#O), then (la)(ne)=a(lne)=O, as lis a multiple ofm2• Since S has no 
zero-divisors, la=O and lis a multiple of the order of a. Conversely, if 
la=O, then la'=O'• and lis a multiple of~- And (la)e=l(ae)=l(ne)=O, 
so l is a multiple of m2• It follows that l is a multiple of m, which completes 
the proof. 
As we see, the proof is analogous to that of theorem 2. In particular, 
if n= 1, let e be a 1-fier ofT =unit element ofT. Then the characteristic 
ofT is the order of e. Now e' is the 1-fier of R=TfS and the characteristic 
of R is the order of e'. Hence, the characteristic ofT is the least common 
multiple of the characteristics of RandS. If n= 0, then a is a 0-fier ofT 
and the order of a equals that of the 0-fier a' of R=TJS. 
3. The minimal extension 
It is known that any ringS can be extended to a ring with unit element. 
If I is the ring of rational integers with elements n, m ... , then we can 
form the splitting Schreier extension T of S by I, consisting of the pairs 
(n, .x) with n E I and .x E S. Addition and multiplication in T are defined 
by: (n, .x)+(m, {J)=(n+m, .x+{J) and (n, .x)(m, {J)=(nm, m.x+n{J+.x{J). It 
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is easily verified, that T is a ring, which contains S' 1:::::1 S as an ideal and 
has the unit (1, 0). More generally, the element (n, 0) is an n-fier ofT, 
as (n, O)(m, {J)=(nm, nf3) and (m, {J)(n, O)=(mn, n{J), while n(m, {3)= 
= (nm, nf3) for all (m, {3) E T. 
However, some properties of S are not invariant under the extension 
of S to the ring T. For instance, if the ringS has positive characteristic k, 
then k cannot be the characteristic of T=l oS, since k(n, .x)~(O, 0) for 
n~ 0. Moreover, this extension contains divisors of zero, although S does 
not contain any. Clearly (k, 0)(0, {3) = (0, kf3) = (0, 0) for (k, 0) ~ (0, 0), 
(0, {3) ~ (0, 0). So the question arises: Is it possible to extend the original 
ring S of positive characteristic k to an extension T with unit and of 
the same characteristic~ And: If S contains no divisors of zero, is it 
possible to find an extension T' with unit containing no divisors of zero~ 
The last question has been posed and solved by SzENDREI [5], but our 
treatment seems to be simpler than his solution. 
Now it is easy to give an example of a ring T with unit, which contains 
a given ring S, and which has the same characteristic k as S. If we replace 
I by the residue class ring IJ(k) and we form the Schreier extension T 
of S by IJ(k), then this ring T has the required properties. Addition and 
multiplication are defined as follows: ('n, .x)+(m,{J)=(n+m, .x+{J), where 
nElj(k), .xES and (n,.x)(m,fJ)=(nm,m.x+nfJ+.xfJ), where h~=k~, 
k denoting the least non-negative representative of the residue class h. 
By theorem l, T has a unit, namely (I, 0), as I is the unit of IJ(k) and 
le= le for all e ES. 
As k(n, .x) = (kn, k.x) = (0, 0) for all (n, .x) E T and both the characteristics 
of IJ(k) and S are k, it follows that the characteristic ofT is k. Finally, 
T contains the ring 8'{(0, .x)} 1:::::1 S as an ideal, (cf. [6], theorem 22). 
In the paper [4] BROWN and McCoY give a complete set of extensions 
of Sin the set ~h of all rings with the same characteristic k asS. If the 
complete set of extensions is denoted by Ok, then (i) each ring Tin Ok is 
a ring with unit containing S and with the characteristic k; (ii) if U is 
a ring in m:k which has a unit and contains S, then there are rings Tin 
Ok and T' in m:k such that T 1:::::1 T' C U. One can prove, that Ok is the 
intersection of the sets 0 and m:k, where 0 is a complete set of extensions 
of S in the set of all rings. 
As to the second question, SzENDREI [5] proves that if S is a ring 
without divisors of zero, then there exists one and only one ring T, which 
contains S, having the following properties: (i) T contains a unit element; 
(ii) T contains no divisors of zero; (iii) If T" is a ring with unit element, 
which contains S and has no divisors of zero, then there is a ring T', 
isomorphic to T, such that T 1:::::1 T' C T". This means, that the complete 
set of extensions of S in the set of all rings without zero-divisors consists 
of only one ring T. Such a ring T is called a minimal extension of S in 
the set of rings without zero-divisors. In order to prove that there exists 
a minimal extension of S, we assume that S has mode m( ~ 0) and that 
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tx is the m-fier of S. The element tx is uniquely determined, as S is supposed 
to have no zero-divisors. 
Case 1. If tx=O, then 0~=~0=m~ for all~ ES or m~=O. Hence m 
is a multiple of the characteristic of S, but as the characteristic is also a 
multiple of the modem [4], it follows that m=characteristic of S. Now 
we can form again the Schreier extension T of S by If(m). We shall prove 
that T =If(m) o Sis a minimal extension of Sin the set of all rings without 
zero-divisors. As we have seen, T contains the unit element (I, 0). If we 
want to prove that T contains no zero-divisors, we have only to show 
that the equation n~=y~(n¥=0) has no solution other than ~=0 [3], and 
n~=n~, n denoting the least non-negative representative of the residue 
class n of If(m). Suppose ~¥=0 satisfies the equation n~=y~, then 
~(n~)=~(y~) or (n~)~=(~y)~. Hence n~=~y, asS contains no zero-divisors. 
Thus y~=~y=n~ for every~ ES. Consequently, yisann-fierof S, whencen 
is a multiple of the modem of S, and n = 0. This contradiction implies that 
the only solution of n~=y~(n¥=0) is~=O,indeedandThasnozerodivisors. 
Finally, letT" be an extension of S (with unit element e1 and without divi-
sors of zero). LetT' be the set of elements ofT" of the form e+nev e E S, 
n E I. It is clear that T' is a ring. We show, that T' is isomorphic toT. 
First we remark, that the set of integers k, for which ke1 E S, is an ideal in 
i, and its non-negative generator is m. Suppose first that le1 E S, where l 
is an integer. Then (le1){J = l(e1{J) = l{J and fJ(lEt) = l(fJEt) = l{J for all {J E S. 
lt follows that (le1){J={J(le1)=l{J and le1 is an l-fier of S. Then lis a multiple 
of the mode m. Conversely, if h is a multiple of m, then h~ = 0 for all ~ E s, 
since m is also the characteristic of S. This implies, that h(e1~) = (he1)~ = 0, 
and if~¥= 0, then he1 = 0 E S, asS has no zero-divisors. We have also proved, 
that if hE (m), then hct =0 and conversely. The elements ofT may be 
put into the form (O,e)+n(I,O), where (!ES and nEI. In fact, every 
element ( n, e)= ( 0, e)+ n(l, 0) of T has such a form. Now consider the 
correspondence (0, e)+n(l, 0)-+ e+ne1 from T toT'. If (0, e)+n(l, 0)= 
=(0,e1)+~(1,0), then (O,e-e1)=(~-n)(I,O). Therefore ~-nE(m) 
and e-e1 =0 or e=et· Fromn1 -nE(m) it follows that (~-n)e1 =0 or 
nct=~ct· so e+nel=el+~el. Furthermore, e+nct=el+~el implies that 
e-&=(~-n)Et· As e-elES, it follows that ~-nE(m) and then 
(~-n)Et=O. Since ~-n E (m), we have (n1 -n)(l, 0)=(0, 0) or n(l, 0)= 
=~(1, 0). From (~-n)e1 =0 we conclude e-&=0 or e=e1. Thus 
(0, e)+n(l, 0)=(0, &)+~(1, 0). The correspondence is one-to-one; since it 
preserves sums and products it is an isomorphism. This completes the 
proof, that in this case T =If ( m) o S is a minimal extension of S in the set 
of all rings without zero-divisors. In particular, if m=O, tx=O, T=IoS 
has the required properties. 
Case 2. If tx¥=0, then tx~=~!x=m~ for all~ ES and m.;¥=0, asS has 
no zero-divisors. Consequently m does not belong to the characteristic 
ideal of S, and in particular, m cannot be equal to the characteristic of S. 
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We can prove that the characteristic of S = 0 in this case. As S has no 
zero-divisors, the characteristic of S is a prime number or zero. For if 
ne=O for all e eS(n,PO) and n=n1n2, then necr=(~e) (~cr)=O for all 
cr eS. If n2cr;60, then ~e=O for all e eS. Hence, either~ is a multiple 
of n or n2 is a multiple of n. If the characteristic of S were a prime number 
p, then m=p and m~=O. Consequently, the characteristic of S=O in this 
case. Now we can use the construction of SzENDREI [ 5] for the minimal 
extension of S, which has the form Sl*(~, m) in the notation of McCoY [ 4 ]. 
Let us consider the set T of all equivalence classes of all symbols of the 
form (n, e) (e eS, n integer) with regard to the equivalence relation 
(n,e) ,_,(n',e'), defined by n-n'=lm, e'-e=l~ (l integer). We define 
addition and multiplication in T by the rules: ( n, e) + ( n', e') = ( n + n', e + e') 
and (n, e) (n', e')=(nn', ne'+n'e+ee'). It is clear that Tis a ring with 
(I, 0) as a unit element. The elements (0, e) form an idealS' in T and the 
correspondence (0, e)-+ e defines an isomorphism between S' and S. 
Now we want to prove that T has no divisors of zero. Since m(I, 0)=(0, ~), 
the elements ofT are of the form (n, e)=n(I, 0)+(0, e) with O~n~m-1. 
AsS has no zero-divisors, m,PO, and if m= I, then S has a unit~. which 
shows that it is unnecessary to extend. Therefore in this case m > I. 
Supposing {n(I, 0)+(0, e)}{n'(I, 0)+(0, e')}=(O, 0) (O;;;;;n, n'~m-I) we 
shall prove that one of the factors must be zero. Using m(I, 0) = {0, ~), 
we have m{n{I, 0)+(0, e)} m{n'{I, 0)+{0, e')}=(O, n~+me) {0, n'~+ 
+me')= (0, 0). Since both factors belong to S', one of them is zero. Assume, 
for example, me+ n~ = 0. From the definition of the mode m of S we have: 
~e=e~=me for all e eS, so e~+n~=O. Then for~( ;60, eS) ~<e~+n~)=O 
or (~e+n~)~=O, hence by ~;60, ~e+n~=O. Likewise from ~e+n~=O it 
follows that e~+n~=O. Therefore (-e)~=~(-e)=n~ for all~ eS. This 
implies that n is a multiple of the mode m, but 0;;:;;; n;;:;;; m- I, so n = 0 and 
e=O, that is, n(I, 0)+(0, e)=(O, 0) which proves our statement. Finally, 
let T" be an extension of S with unit element e and without zero-divisors. 
Let T' be the set of elements of the form e+ne, e ES, n El. Since 
me=m(ee)=(me)e=~e for all e eS, it follows that ~=me, as T" has no 
zero-divisors. Consequently, the elements of T' are reduced to e+ne 
witheE S, n E J, O;;;;;n~m-1. Clearly T' is a ring and we can prove that 
T' is isomorphic to T. The set of integers k, for which lee E S, is an ideal 
in I, generated by m. Evidently, if lis a multiple of m, then leis a multiple 
of ~. since me=~. that is, le E S. Conversely, if he E S for an integer k, 
then (ke)~=k(e~)=k~ and ~(ke)=k(~e)=M such that (ke)~=~(ke)=M for 
all ~ E S. Hence k is a multiple of the mode m. Now the correspondence 
(0, e)-+ e between S' and S may be extended by (I, 0)-+ e to {0, e)+ 
+n(I, 0)-+ e+ne between T and T', where o;;;;;n;;;;;m-1. We show, that 
this mapping is the required isomorphism from Tonto T'. If ( 0, e)+ n( I, 0) = 
=(O,e')+n'(I,O), then (O,e-e')=(n'-n)(I,O). From the definition of 
equivalence class in T it follows that n' -n=lm, e-e' =l~ (l integer}. 
Then e-e' =l(me)=lme=(n' -n)e or e+ne=e' +n'e. Conversely, if 
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e+ne=e' +n'e, then !,>-!,>' = (n' -n)e, hence (n' -n)e E S and n' -n E (m), 
say n' -n=l'm, l' integer. Then e -e' =l'me=l'IX, and (0, e -e') = (0, l'IX) = 
=l'(0,1X)=l'm(l,O)=(n'-n)(1,0), which implies that (O,e)+n(1,0)= 
<= (0, e') + n'(l, 0). The correspondence is thus one-to-one. As the equation 
me= IX defines the same rules of counting in the ring T' of all elements of 
the form e+ne(O~n~m-1) as the equation m(1, 0) = (0, IX} in the ring T 
of all elements of the form (0, e)+n(l, O)(O~n~m-1), it follows that 
the mapping (0, e)+n(1, 0)--+ e+ne from Tonto T' is an isomorphism. 
This completes the proof. 
Finally, we remark that in both cases the characteristic of T is mg, 
where g is the order of IX. To prove this, we note that the characteristic 
ofT is the order of its unit (1, 0). Now if his a multiple of the order of 
(1, 0), then h(1, 0) = (h, 0) = (0, 0), so, by the definition of equivalence 
class, we must have for some k, h = km and 0 = kiX. Then k is a multiple 
of the order g of IX, and hE (mg). Conversely, if hE (mg), then h=lgm 
and O=lgiX, so (h, 0)=(0, 0) by the definition and his a multiple of the 
order of (1, 0). Hence the order of (1, 0) is mg. In case 1, that is, if IX=O, 
then g = 1, and the characteristic of T is m X 1 = m, as we have seen. 
As SzENDREI has remarked [5], all elements ( =1= 0) of S have the same 
prime order p( =1= 1), where p is either a positive prime number or zero. 
In fact, if not all elements have zero-order, there exists an element y( =1= 0) 
of prime order p. Then, for every element ~( =1= 0) of S, py · ~ = y · p~ = 0. 
Hence, by y =I= 0, S having no divisors of zero, we have p~ = 0. But then 
the characteristic of S is p. This is impossible in case 2, as we have 
seen. Thus the order of IX( =1= 0) is 0 and the characteristic of T is 0 in 
this case, as we saw earlier. 
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